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Visit Our Factory Guide 
 
 
 
 
Our factory is located in Chashan Town beside the Dongguan Railway Station. Which is 
located in the middle of Guangzhou and Shenzhen. 

 

 
 
At present, there are no direct flights to the city, because the city does not have its own 
airport. However, it is very convenient for visitors flying to Guangzhou Airport, 
Shenzhen Airport and HongKong Airport, then take another journey to Dongguan. 
 
Getting to Dongguan can through three ways: train, long-distance bus and taxi. Please 
note that foreigners can only buy train tickets at ticket windows in Tickets Hall, use 
passport to buy tickets, they cannot book train tickets online or at the ticket machines 
in Tickets Hall. 
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1. How to get to Dongguan from Guangzhou ? 
There are following three ways to get to Dongguan 
 
a. Get to Dongguan by Bus 
Take long-distance bus from Guangzhou Baiyun International Airport (CAN) to 
Dongguan (Wanjiang). 

 

Bus routes to Airport Dongguan Wanjiang check-in: You can take busses 
K1,L2,C2,K2,L3,K3,L4 and K5,etc, to get to the City Bus Station, take line 70 go to 
Chashan. 
 
b. Get to Dongguan by Train 
Take CRH (China Rialway High-speed ) from Guangzhou railway station or 
Guangzhou Dong railway station, get to Dongguan station(chashan).The ticket price has 
two classes: first class-CNY59.5($9.3), second class-CNY54.5($8.5), it takes about 40 
minutes. 

 
Dongguan Railway Station 

 
 
c. Get to Dongguan by Taxi 
It is about 90 Kilometer from Guangzhou to Chashan, it takes about 2 hour by taxi and 
the taxi fee is about CNY300 ($46.8). 
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2.How to get to Dongguan from Shenzhen? 
 
a. Get to Dongguan by Bus 
Take long-distance bus from Shenzhen Baoan Internationa Airport(SZX) to 
Dongguan(Wanjiang). 
 

 
Bus routes to Airport Dongguan Wanjiang check-in:You can take busses 
K1,L2,C2,K2,L3,K3,L4 and K5,etc,to get to the City Bus Station. take line 70 go to 
Chashan 
 
b.Get to Dongguan by Train 
 
Take CRH (China Railway High-speed ) from Shenzhen Luohu station, get to 
Dongguan station(chashan).The ticket price has two classes :first class-CNY49.5($7.7), 
second class-CNY44.5($6.9), it takes about 31 minutes. 
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If you stay near Shenzhen Bei, take High speed train from Shenzhen Bei station to 
Dongguan(HuMen) station.It takes 17 minutes, and there are three classes price: 
Business class is about CNY64.5 ($10),first class is about CNY54.5($8.5),second class 
is about CNY39.5 ($6.2) . Then take subway or taxi to Dongguan(Chashan). 
 
c. Get to Dongguan by Taxi 
 
It takes 1.5 Hours from Shenzhen (Luohu) to Dongguan (Chashan) by Taxi,the fee is 
about CNY300 ($46.8). 
 
3.How to get Dongguan from Hongkong? 
If you get to Dongguan from Hong Kong, a valid passport and visa for the intended 
destination are required. 
 
a. Get to Dongguan by Bus 
 
Take long-distance bus (Mainland Coaches) from HongKong International Airport, go 
to the mainland coache ticketing point,Counter C12, buy the ticket to Dongguan 
(Chashan), the price is about $HK220 ($26), it takes 3.5 Hours to arrive Dongguan 
(Chashan). 
 
b. Get to Dongguan by Train 
 
You will take Hongkong Subway to Shenzhen Luohu railway station, then go to port D 
to take CRH to Dongguan(Chashan) station. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Shenzhen Luohu Railway Station 
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